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A Testament to Technical 
and Aesthetic Achievement
In the mid 1980’s, architect Henry Harrison burst onto the fireplace scene.
Employing the radically innovative approach that has become a trademark of his
architectural designs, he brought fireplace design into the  21st century. All of the
designs in the range demonstrate his love of form, authenticity of material,
proportion and attention to detail. With the Platonic Collection, his unique designs
are available for the first time to the general public.

Legend Fires was founded in 1996 by John Stone, with a mission to address the
contemporary fireplace arena. The company has established themselves as the
premier manufacturer in the market place with a range of award winning products
combined with unparalleled levels of customer service. The Platonic Collection
unites the skills of technical excellence and design quality for the first time in a
range of contemporary fireplaces.
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firescape
Firescape represents the ultimate in contemporary hole-in-the-wall
fireplaces. Often imitated but never excelled, Firescape is available
with cast stone, brushed steel or polished steel surround.

Elegant in form and proportion, Firescape will grace any
contemporary home.

The ultimate in contemporary 
hole-in-the-wall fireplaces

firescape with cast stone surround

Technical Details

570mm Min
580mm Max

133mm

920mm
16mm

Stainless Steel Front

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

559mm

770mm

175mm

125mm
105mm

718mm Min
728mm Max

170mm
40mm

“Henry Harrison has been a close kept
architects’ secret for years, but at last his
ultra modern, hole-in-the-wall fireplaces are
available for all”
The Guardian

brushed steel surround

Platonic 5
firescape
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firestrata
The hole-in-the-wall fire with a difference. A framed opening is
bisected with a glass panel behind which a section of virtual beach
is exposed, with its sedimentary layers. Firestrata provides a
stunning geological evocation which is both ageless and digital age
at the same time.

Firestrata is perfectly finished with either a brushed steel, stone or
polished steel surround.

The hole-in-the-wall fire 
with a difference

Technical Details

570mm Min
580mm Max

133mm

920mm
16mm

Stainless Steel Front

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

559mm

770mm

175mm

125mm
105mm

718mm Min
728mm Max

170mm
40mm

“Henry Harrison’s Platonic Fireplaces
Company was the first to overturn traditional
british attitudes back in the 1980s with his
range of sculptural fire objects and he is still
coming up with imaginative concepts.”
Financial Times

firestrata with cast stone surround

Platonic 7
firestrata
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smartscape
A horizontally proportioned hole-in-the-wall fire with characteristic
bow fronted Platonic fire surround in cast stone or brushed steel.

Smartscape features a unique single line flame burner within a
brushed stainless steel or black interior to give an uncompromising
contemporary style to any interior.

Technical Details

670mm

1123mm

760mm

175mm

125mm
300mm

110mm30mm

780mm Min
790mm Max

175mm

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel 170mm
40mm

620mm Min
630mm Max

“Henry Harrison has been a close kept architects’
secret for years, but at last his ultra modern, hole-
in-the-wall fireplaces are available for all”
The Guardian

smartscape with cast stone surround

Add uncompromising 
contemporary lines to any room

Platonic 9
smartscape
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Platonic 11
olympus

olympus
Set within a cast stone surround, Olympus incorporates either a
classic bowl or stunning seascape bowl feature, to create a stylish
sculpted feel for any interior.

The look is further enhanced by a wonderful pebble and driftwood 
fuel bed..

Stylish sculpture provides
elegant overtones

Technical Details

olympus with classic bowl

seascape bowl

570mm Min
580mm Max

133mm

920mm
16mm

Stainless Steel Front

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

559mm

770mm

175mm

125mm
105mm

718mm Min
728mm Max

170mm
40mm
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wings of flame
The ultimate statement of simplicity with beauty, the Wings of Flame suite creates a true
masterpiece for the modern interior.

Featuring a wonderfully sculpted single line burner set within a brushed steel insert, Wings of
Flame is further enhanced by a bold, geometric cast stone surround.

Technical Details

Simplicity and beauty combine
to make a masterpiece

Platonic 13
wings of flame

766mm Min
776mm Max

175mm

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

760mm

800mm

1068mm

175mm

125mm

50mm

170mm
40mm

755mm Min
765mm Max
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platonic shelf
The pivotal and original shelf fire, the Platonic Shelf represent an
interplay between traditional and contemporary styling to
complement any interior.

The bow fronted, three sided surround in cast stone frames a unique
wave form shelf with a concealed burner, under an informal
arrangement of fire objects.

As a further statement, the choice of wave or bow fronted shelf is
offered.

“If you go cold at the thought of the traditional log effect gas fire you
may warm to the look of Platonic’s range of architect designed ‘geolog’
fireplaces; very geometric, very now.”
Evening Standard

Technical Details

766mm Min
776mm Max

175mm

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

758mm

850mm

1060mm

175mm

125mm

127mm170mm

170mm
40mm

807mm Min
817mm Max

The original shelf fire, where
traditional meets contemporary

wave form shelf

Platonic 15
platonic shelf
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“If you go cold at the thought of the traditional
log effect gas fire you may warm to the look of
Platonic’s range of architect designed ‘geolog’
fireplaces; very geometric, very now.”
Evening Standard

The perfect blend of cast stone
and stainless steel

Technical Details

570mm Min
580mm Max

133mm

Stone Front

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel

559mm

850mm

1060mm

175mm

125mm

127mm
50mm

170mm
40mm

718mm Min
728mm Max

mondrian
A four-sided fireplace inspired by abstract forms, Mondrian juxtaposes the monumentality of cast stone
with the precision of stainless steel.

The fireplace features the Platonic wave form shelf together with the bow fronted surround and display
of fire objects creating a veritable masterpiece for modern and period homes.

Mondrian can be tailored to your preference with either an elegant wave form shelf or the more simple
bow fronted shelf.

Platonic 17
mondrian

30” bow front shelf
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palladio
Manufactured in cast stone, the neo classical lines of Palladio
bridge the gap between absolute modernism and a less demanding
contemporary feel to work equally well in period homes.

Contemporary or period, palladio
is at home in either

Technical Details

1200mm

702mm

50mm

175mm

125mm

150mm

705mm Min
725mm Max

175mm

Gather

Fireplace
Opening

Lintel 170mm
40mm

50mm

1055mm Min
1065mm Max

1200mm

Platonic 19
palladio
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the platonic collection

Unit 200, Glenfield Park Site 1, Philips Road, Blackburn, Lancashire, BB1 5PF
T: 01254 695244 F: 01254 695255

E: info@legend-fires.com
www.legend-fires.com
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